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Abstract- automatic speech recognition (ASR) has made strides with development of digital signal processing hardware 

and software. But machine cannot match the performance of their human counterparts in term of accuracy and speed, 

speaker independent recognition. We discuss the signal modeling approach for speech recognition. The overview of basic 

operation involved in signal modeling. Further common used temporal and spectral analysis techniques of feather 

extraction. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Speech recognition system performs two basic operations: - 1. Signal modeling 2. Pattern matching 

Signal modeling represents of convert speech signal into set of parameters / operation. 

1. Speech shaping: - speech shaping is the process of converting the speech signal from sound pressure wave to a digital signal. 

Emphasizing important frequency components in signal. 

2. Feature extraction: feature extraction is process obtaining such as power, pitch and vocal tract configuration from the speech 

signal. 

3. Parameter transform:- process of converting feather into signal parameter through process of differentiation and concatenation. 

4. Statistical modeling: - conversion of parameters in signal observation vectors. 

 

II. SPECTRAL SHAPING 

 

 
 

Spectral shaping are two basic operation:- (a) Digitization:- conversion of analog speech signal to digital signal. 

(b) Digital filtering: - emphasizing frequency components in signal. 

Main purpose of digitations process is to produce a sampled data represent of speech signal with high signal to noise ratio (SNR). 

 
Where (Z) = finite impulse response filter 

One coefficient digital filter is called pre-emphasis filter. 

 
 

Range of value apre for  is [-1.0,- 0.4]. The pre-emphasis filter boosts the signal spectrum approximately 20 dB per decade.  

Advantage of pre-emphasis filter  

1. The voice section of speech signal have negative spectral slope (attenuation of approximate 20 dB per decade). The pre-

emphasis filter serves to offset this slope before spectral analysis improves the efficiency of analyses. 

2. The hearing is more sensitive above 1 khz region of spectrum. The pre-emphasis filter amplifies of the spectrum. 

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Feature extractions are two techniques for speech feather extraction:- (a) Temporal analysis – speech waveform used. (b) Speech 

analysis- spectral representation of speech signal used. 

3.1 Spectral Analysis technicians 

3.1.1 Critical band filter bank analysis 

Critical band filter bank analysis is simply bank of linear phase FIR band pas filters that are arranged linearly along mel bark. 

Critical band rate scale defined 

 
 

 
An expression for critical bandwidth is 
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3.1.2 Cepstral analysis: -  

In this technique provides methodology for separating the excitation from the vocal track share. 

 
Speech signal is defined  

                        
Where v(n) = vocal tract impulse response 

            g(n): excitation signal  

The frequency domain representation 

             
Taking log on both sides 

 
Cepstrum is computed by taking inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of logarithm of magnitude of discrete Fourier transform. 

 

 

 
 

 
Where (n) is cepstrum. 

Cepstrum alysis is uded for tracking and pitch Vo detection. 

The sample s^(n) in first 3 ms describe V(n) and can be separated from the excitation. If fs^(n) exhibits sharp periodic pulse then 

voice occur. The interweel between these pulses is pitch period. 

If above no structure is visible in s^(n). speech is considered unvoiced. 

3.1.3 Melcepstrum analysis:- Melcepstrum analysis use cepstrum with a non linear frequency axis following mel scale. 

Mel cepstrum speech waveform s(n) is first windowed with analysis window (w(n)) and then DFT s(k) is computed. 

The magnitude of s(k) is then weighted by a series of mel filter frequency response whose center frequencies and bandwidth match 

of auditory critical band filter. 

 
Emel is mel cepstrum energy. 

Vl(k)=the frequency response at lth mel scale filter. 

Ul= upper frequency  

Ll=lower frequency 

Al= energy of filter which normalize the filter accoding to varing bandwidth. 

 
Cmel representation for speech spectra exploiting auditory as well as dicorrelating property of cepstrum. 

 

3.2 Temporal Analysis: Temporal Analysis is process of waveform of speech signal like power and periodicity power estimation. 

Power is computed on frame by frame  

 
 

         Ns   = number of sample used to computer she power 

           sn = signal 
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            w(m)= window function 

            n=  sample index of center of the window 

Hamming window is defined as 

 
 

W(n)=0 

 αw  = window constant in the rang (0, 1) 

  Ns  = window duration in sampled 

  αw  = 0.54 βw is normalization constant  

 

IV.  CONCLUSION   

Different temporal and spectral analysis techniques for feather extraction have been stuied in details. 

Temporal analysis techniques involve less computation but there are limited to determination simple speech parameters like power, 

energy and periodicity of speech. Finding vocal tract parameters we require spectral analysis techniques. 

Critical band filter bank decompose the speech signal into discrete set of spectral samples containing information presented to 

higher levels processing in auditory system. 

Cepstral analysis separates the speech signal into component representing excitation source and a component representing vocal 

tract impulse response. It provides the information about pitch and vocal tract configuration. But it is computation more intensive, 

Mel cepstral analysis has decorrelating property of cepstral analysis and includes some aspect of audition. 
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